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Abstract
Complete cure of metastatic breast cancer (MBC) remains difficult, despite the development of
new drugs. Triple negative (TN) breast cancer, which is defined by lack of hormone receptor
(estrogen and progesterone receptors) expressions and the absence of human epidermal growth
factor receptor type 2 (HER2) overexpression, is especially associated with poor long-term
outcomes as compared with other breast cancer subtypes. Therefore, many patients with
TN-MBC eagerly await promising novel treatments for TN-MBC. While new drugs are being
developed, several conventional drugs such as mitomycin C (MMC) and methotrexate (MTX) are
being used less. We reviewed our previous reports on combination chemotherapy with MMC and
MTX (MMC/MTX) after multiple treatments. For the MMC/MTX regimen, MMC 8 mg/m2 on day
1 and MTX 60mg/m2 on days 1 and 15 were administered intravenously every 4 weeks. MMC/MTX
was effective for 24% of 48 MBC patients who had been treated with anthracycline and taxane,
resulting in a median time to progression (TTP) of 4.8 months. In addition, MMC/MTX was
effective for 9.7 - 19.4 % of 31 patients with HER2-negative MBC after multiple treatments with
anthracycline, taxane, capecitabine and vinorelbine, resulting in a median TTP of 3.9 months.
Among 10 patients with TN-MBC, a partial response was observed in two (20%) and stable disease
in three (30%). Thus, MMC/MTX controlled TN-MBC relatively well. Among TN-MBC patients
maintaining good performance status without myelosuppression, MMC/MTX might be an option
for those in whom no other treatments are effective after multiple regimens suggested in the
guidelines.
Key words: metastatic breast cancer, triple negative breast cancer, combination chemotherapy with
MMC and MTX

Background
Anthracycline-containing combinations (i.e. AC,
EC, CAF, and FEC (A: doxorubicin/adriamycin; E:
epirubicin; C: cyclophosphamide; F: 5-fluorouracil/
5FU)) are widely recommended chemotherapeutic

regimens for breast cancer in neo-adjuvant/adjuvant
settings. In addition, taxanes such as docetaxel and
paclitaxel
are
generally
recommended
for
node-positive breast cancer. These are also key drugs
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for first- or second-line treatment of metastatic breast
cancer (MBC) [1-3]. Anti-microtubule agents such as
eribulin and vinorelbine, and anti-metabolites such as
gemcitabine, capecitabine, and S-1/TS-1, play major
roles in treating MBC after the administration of
anthracycline and taxanes [4]. In human epidermal
growth factor receptor type 2 (HER2)-overexpressing
MBC, anti-HER2 treatments such as trastuzumab,
pertuzumab, and lapatinib are combined with
chemotherapy, and a trastuzumab emtansine regimen
is used when progressive disease is observed despite
these treatments [5]. In addition, bevacizumab
(anti-vascular endothelial growth factor monoclonal
antibody) with paclitaxel is also considered to be a
treatment option for aggressive MBC [6].
Triple negative (TN) breast cancer, which is
defined by lack of hormone receptor (estrogen and
progesterone receptors) expressions and the absence
of HER2 overexpression, is associated with poor
long-term outcomes as compared with other breast
cancer subtypes, because it initially develops as a
more aggressive tumor than other types of breast
cancer. While TN-breast cancer lacks an effective
treatment such as those targeting hormonal receptors
and HER2 [7], several key drugs have been developed
and are promising treatments for this subtype of
breast cancer. For example, platinum analogues such
as carboplatin and cisplatin, which act directly and
cross-link DNA, are effective treatments for TN-breast
cancer, especially in patients with germline mutations
of BRCA1/2 [8]. Capecitabine and eribulin are
treatment choices for TN-MBC, based on clinical
effectiveness having been reported in several
subgroup analyses [9-11]. Recently, synergistic
antitumor effects of S-1 with eribulin in vitro as well as
in vivo for TN-breast cancer cell lines have been
reported [12]. However, it is still difficult to control
TN-MBC, i.e. to keep this tumor in a stable state, for
long periods. Recently, several targeting therapies,
including poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase inhibitors,
angiogenesis inhibitors such as bevacizumab,
epidermal growth factor receptor inhibitors, tyrosine
kinase inhibitors, mTOR inhibitors, and statins have
been advocated as new treatment options for
TN-MBC [13, 14]. In addition, roles of
immunotherapy for TN-breast cancers are emerging,
because TN-breast cancers characteristically harbor
more mutations than other breast cancer types and
these mutations could serve as neoantigen targets for
immunotherapy [15]. Clinical trials, currently
underway, are assessing new chemotherapeutic
strategies and agents, including targeted therapy and
immunotherapy, and these novel approaches should
be considered if they are feasible and available [14,
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15]. However, TN-MBC currently remains resistant to
these approaches, the efficacies of which have as yet
been limited.
Treating MBC presents several challenges. First,
complete cure remains difficult despite drug research
advancements. The goals of systemic chemotherapy
in the metastatic setting are to maximize control of
symptoms, prevent serious complications, maintain
quality of life and prolong the survival period [3, 16].
Second, the optimal regimen as second- or third-line
therapy following anthracycline and taxane remains
controversial. No gold standard regimen has yet been
established for MBC, especially when treating
advanced disease [16]. Nevertheless, it is difficult to
conduct a clinical study to confirm that a treatment is
superior to others after multiple regimens, because
patients’ conditions as well as their treatment histories
vary markedly. While promising treatments for
TN-MBC have not yet been developed, many
TN-MBC patients eagerly anticipate the next effective
treatment designed to maintain their quality of life as
well as keep their disease under control. Therefore, it
is of major importance for these patients to have
additional treatment options after guideline-based
recommendations have all been exhausted [1-3].
Herein, we reviewed our previous reports on
MMC/MTX and focused on the possibility of this
regimen serving as a treatment for TN-MBC.

Effectiveness of MMC/MTX treatment
With the development of more new drugs, two
conventional drugs have come to be far less
frequently used. Mitomycin C (MMC), which was
isolated in Japan, is one of the most effective agents
for MBC [1, 2, 17]. MMC, which is an antitumor
antibiotic, bi- or tri- functionally alkylates a quinone, a
urethane, and an aziridine ring of DNA [18].
Alkylating DNA at multiple targets results in the
inhibition of DNA synthesis and thereby to DNA
degradation [17, 18]. Recently, MMC was reported to
exert an anti-proliferative effect by triggering the
apoptotic signaling pathway in fibroblasts, potentially
reducing fibrous scar formation effectively [19-21].
Methotrexate (MTX), which is an inhibitor of
dihydrofolate reductase, is an original constituent of
the CMF (cyclophosphamide/methotrexate/5FU)
combination regimen. MTX enters the cell through the
reduced folate carrier using an endocytic pathway
activated by a folate receptor [22, 23]. After entering
the cell, MTX and polyglutamated-MTX inhibit the
enzyme dihydrofolate reductase, resulting in the
inhibition of DNA synthesis [23].
Both MMC and MTX are now rarely used since
anthracycline-containing combinations and taxanes
http://www.oncm.org
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have become well established as neoadjuvant/
adjuvant chemotherapy. However, we took a new
look at these two drugs, because both have promising
effects as well as adequate information on safety and
toxicities. We herein review our results for
combination chemotherapy with MMC and MTX
(MMC/MTX) in patients who had already received
multiple chemotherapeutic regimens. For the
MMC/MTX regimen, MMC 8 mg/m2 on day 1 and
MTX 60mg/m2 on days 1 and 15 were administered
intravenously every 4 weeks. The MMC/MTX
regimen was effective for 24% of 48 MBC patients
who had been treated with anthracycline and taxanes,
resulting a median time to progression (TTP) of 4.8
months [1]. In addition, this MMC/MTX regimen was
effective for 9.7 % (response rate) to 19.4 % (clinical
benefit rate) of 31 patients with HER2-negative MBC
which had been aggressively treated with
anthracycline, taxanes, capecitabine and vinorelbine,
resulting in a median TTP of 3.9 months [2]. In both
studies, adverse events including anemia, leucopenia,
and thrombocytopenia were manageable [1, 2]. Thus,
MMC/MTX for MBC yielded relatively good results
even after multiple treatments. In addition, although
based only on one case, aggressive MBC refractory to
newly developed drugs such as eribulin and
bevacizumab,
after
anthracycline,
taxanes,
capecitabine and vinorelbine, was reported to be well
controlled by MMC/MTX treatment [24]. Therefore,
we speculate that this MMC/MTX regimen has the
potential to be a treatment option when MBC is
refractory to the guideline-based therapeutic
regimens.
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in our study. Although the analysis was based on a
small number of patients, a partial response (PR) was
observed in two patients (20%) and stable disease
(SD) in three (30%) including one with long-term SD
(more than 6 months). The clinical benefit ratio (PR
and long-term SD) for TN-MBC was 30% and the
median TTP was 4.4 months (Table 1) [2]. These
results were relatively good considering that the
subtype of MBC was triple negative and that the
MMC/MTX regimen was administered after multiple
other treatments. Why is the MMC/MTX regimen
relatively effective even after numerous aggressive
treatments with anthracycline, taxanes, capecitabine,
and vinorelbine? We speculate that one factor is the
lack of cross resistance between MMC/MTX and the
previously used anti-cancer drugs including
anti-microtubule and anti-metabolite agents.

MMC for TN-breast cancer

MMC cross-links DNA, functioning in the same
manner as alkylating agents like platinum analogues
including cisplatin and carboplatin which bind DNA
to produce DNA interstrand-cross links. The
platinum analogues have been shown to be effective
in patients with MBC associated with germline
BRCA1/2 mutations [25]. In addition, TN-breast
cancers with acquired deficiency of BRCA1/2
function, which are referred to as ‘BRCAness’, also
respond well to platinum analogues, because
homologous recombination DNA repair is impaired
in TN-breast cancer with BRCA mutations whether
inherited or acquired [7]. Breast cancer cases with
BRCAness also include some with sporadic breast
cancers that share phenotypic characteristics with
MMC/MTX treatment for TN-MBC
those associated with germline BRCA mutations, for
We previously enrolled 10 patients with
example, due to low BRCA gene expression caused by
TN-MBC who had histories of treatment with
DNA methylation of BRCA gene promoter regions
anthracycline, taxanes, capecitabine and vinorelbine
[26, 27]. In a broad sense, double-strand DNA break
repair, which requires homologous
Table 1. Comparison of response rates between TN breast cancer and non-TN
recombination, is likely to be impaired
breast cancer cases treated with the MMC/MTX regimen after anthracycline,
in breast cancers with BRCAness.
taxane, capecitabine, and vinorelbine. This result is based on the study reported by
Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate
Fukuda et al. [2].
that
MMC,
which
targets
double-stranded DNA as the platinum
analogues do, has potential both
pharmacologically and theoretically to
be effective for TN-MBC with
BRCAness. Two in vitro studies of
BRCA1-associtated breast cancers have,
in fact, shown increased sensitivity to
MMC [28, 29].
We next considered the possibility
of MMC exerting an immunogenic effect
on breast tumors. Recently, oxaliplatin
http://www.oncm.org
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combined with cyclophosphamide was reported to be
an immunogenic drug which successfully sensitized
host antitumor T cell immunity [30]. In addition,
anthracycline and mitoxantrone as well as MMC with
bortezomib are reportedly pharmacological inducers
of immunogenic cell death [31]. Although whether a
single agent in the MMC regimen has an
immunogenic effect has not as yet been assessed, it is
possible
that
MMC
functions
as
an
immuno-sensitizer. It has also been speculated that
MMC, which strongly inhibits fibroblast proliferation
postoperatively [19-21], may change the tumor
microenvironments which are surrounded by fibrosis
after multiple chemotherapeutic regimens. Under
such conditions, anti-cancer drugs would barely reach
cancer cells. Apoptosis of fibroblasts induced by
MMC would presumably lead to destruction of
fibrous barriers, thereby allowing good penetration of
anti-cancer drugs such as MTX.

MTX for TN-breast cancer
We next turned to the role of MTX in TN-MBC
treatment. Adjuvant treatment with the CMF regimen
containing MTX was recently reported to be more
effective than CAF/FEC for TN-breast cancer,
although the studies that obtained these results were
retrospective and based on limited numbers of
patients [32-34]. The difference between CMF and
CAF/FEC
is
M(MTX)
and
A(doxorubicin/
adriamycin)/E(epirubicin), suggesting that MTX
might be more effective for TN-breast cancer than the
A of CAF and/or the E of CEF. There is one report
describing the molecular mechanism of MTX actions
on TN-breast cancer. According to that report, folate
receptor α (FRA), via which MTX is incorporated into
cells, was found to be associated with the prognosis of
TN- breast cancer patients, i.e., there was a tendency
for FRA expression to correlate with worse overall
survival and disease-free survival, though the
differences were not statistically significant [35]. In
addition, FRA expression is reportedly associated
with increased risk of recurrence in TN-breast cancer
[36]. Based on these reports, greater FRA expression
by TN-MBC might result in higher intake of MTX,
possibly producing a good response to MTX in
patients receiving the MMC/MTX regimen. We
cannot as yet speculate as to which type of TN-breast
cancer would respond well to MTX, because there are
no studies using MTX as the only treatment for
TN-breast cancer. Elucidating the association between
FRA expression patterns and types of TN-breast
cancer might provide clues for developing novel
TN-MBC treatments [7, 37].
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Combination of MMC and MTX
The synergistic effect of MMC and MTX was
demonstrated in murine tumor systems, in which a
considerable increase in activity was observed [38].
Recently, several studies on drug delivery systems
have focused on the combination of MMC and MTX
[39,
40].
These
studies,
in
which
MTX/MMC-PEG(polyethylene glycol)ylated chitosan
nanoparticles
and
MMC/MTX-loaded
DSPE
(1,2-Distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoetaholamine)-PE
G micelles were developed and administered to
model mice, demonstrated a synergistic effect of
MMC and MTX. Other nanoparticles of MMC and
doxorubicin were reportedly effective for treating
lung metastases of TN-breast cancer in mice [41], and
various types of nanoparticles allowing simultaneous
delivery of multiple anti-cancer drugs including older
drugs have also been developed [42]. In the near
future, good co-delivery systems for MMC and MTX
are expected to become clinically available.
In humans, the combination of carboplatin plus
gemcitabine was reportedly effective especially for
TN-breast cancer [43, 44]. This combination is
comprised of a platinum agent and an anti-metabolite
analogue, a combination which is similar to that of
MMC and MTX. Thus, this regimen might yield clues
to resolving the difficult problem of identifying
treatment targets for TN-MBC. In this review, we
have sought to highlight that consideration of the
molecular mechanisms underlying the actions of
MMC and MTX in TN-MBC might enhance our
understanding of the biological characteristics of
TN-MBC, possibly providing insights useful for
developing novel treatments.

Who would be most likely to benefit from
MMC/MTX treatment?
Of course, not all TN-MBC patients would
necessarily respond well to MMC/MTX treatment.
Therefore, it is very important to select patients who
would be mostly likely to benefit from this treatment
strategy. Although MMC/MTX is relatively effective
even in patients in poor condition who have already
received multiple treatment regimens as well as in
those
with
MBC
refractory
to
the
guideline-recommended treatments, we must be
cautious in administering MMC/MTX in either
first-line or earlier chemotherapeutic regimens,
because one of the potential toxicities of MMC is
prolonged myelosuppression. How, then, should we
select suitable patients for MMC/MTX treatment?
MMC/MTX could be considered a treatment option
for overcoming the aforementioned difficulties in
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managing MBC including TN-MBC under the
following circumstances: (1) MBC patients with good
performance status; (2) no myelosuppression caused
by prior intensive chemotherapy; (3) no effective MBC
treatment in the guidelines; (4) TN-MBC lacking
effective treatment; (5) platinum analogues are not
usually used due to lack of approval at the treating
institution.

Conclusion
Large numbers of patients with TN-MBC are
eagerly awaiting promising new treatment regimens
for this cancer, even those who have already received
multiple treatments. MMC/MTX controlled TN-MBC
relatively well after multiple regimens of
chemotherapy. For appropriately selected TN-MBC
patients for whom no other effective treatments are
available, MMC/MTX might be an option.
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